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Listening to the Elders 

Some stories are written in books. Some are written on the 

wind. The music of Gareth Laffely and Lance Bendiksen, 

Voices of the Guardians, is such a story. Gareth Laffely is a 

Native American Native American flute player. (That’s not a 

typo.) Lance Bendiksen is not merely a piano player. I have 

reviewed Laffely before. He’s young in years, but mature is 

spirit. After one listen of his music you cannot deny his 

connection to his craft, to his ancestors, and to the earth. 

Bendiksen is an Emmy Award Winning composer with credits 

too numerous to recount on a single sheet of paper.  

Voices of the Guardians features the voice of Native American actor Wes Studi (Hostiles, Last 

of the Mohicans) who adds dramatic spoken word proverbs and sage wisdom from American 

greats such as Sitting Bull, Cochise, Chief Joseph, and many more Native Americans who 

valiantly brokered the spirit of peace throughout history. The words are more profound today 

than they ever were. The dozen songs of ethnic/contemporary music are enhanced by the 

orchestrations of the Skywalker Symphony and together with Laffely and Bendiksen, make for 

a unique and gratifying listening experience.  

A gentle flute opens the title tune, Voices of the Guardians. The main theme is an epic account 

of history told not on paper, but of stories voiced around the fire. It is the tales told under the 

stars of Earth Mother and Great Father and the simple rules that any man needs to live peacefully 

with the planet. It is the wisdom of people that understood and made friends with the earth long 

before pioneers came to North America. The boldly orchestrated tune has a feel of a musical 

panoramic view of the coastlines, the prairies, the mountains, and Great Plains of America. Each 

place has a People that lived with the land and honored the planet. Studi, in his dialogue, 

mentions the “hoops” of his people, the stories of life, are that of peace. The tune ends with 

exuberant Native dancers at a Pow Wow. 

Indian Paintbrush represents the story of an Indian maiden that helped a prisoner escape, but 

she could not go back to her people for fear of reprisal. She crept into her camp and drew a 

picture of it using her own blood on a piece of bark and a twig. Where she threw away the stick, 

a red flower grew. The Indian Paintbrush The song is one of deep longing, longing for a return. 

Nostalgic piano and soft flute unite in a quiet tune of yearning for a reunion of the spirit. 

Studi intones, “You must speak straight so that your words may go as sunlight into our hearts,” 

in the song Apache Tears. Laffely invokes a strong melody on his flute with a strength found a 

thousand years ago. The sound travels through the desert like Coyote. The Skywalker Orchestra 



paints the daytime with a bright sun in this a melodramatic tune. Bendiksen’s piano, 

incorporating a driving motif, seeks only truth. One of my favorites on the album. 

Sacred Hoop is a beautiful dulcet tune that talks about the Sacred Cycle of Life; birth, death, 

and rebirth. It is amazing to me that so many different cultures embrace this philosophy. The 

drum is a heartbeat, the flute is the blood that pulses through the body. The piano and orchestra 

join in and the story unfolds like a melodic diorama representing a spiritual journey.  

Snow thunder pounds in the form of drumbeats as the snow falls heavily. In the tune Winter 

Storm the endless whiteness erases the landscape. We lose the details of our world. The lake 

disappears, the trails are gone, and the sky is an angry gray. But everything seems new and clean. 

Laffely’s flute is the only light in this gloomy scenario.   

Traditions is the final tune on the collection. The flute has many voices on this one. The oldest 

religions on the planet are written not on decomposing paper scrolls or papyrus, but in the hearts 

of The People. What some men needed to read on clay tablets was common knowledge far 

beyond 1 B.C.E. The equality of all men and women, the respect of place, and knowing that we 

are responsible for all our actions is a common bond of all peoples. The song ends with the Pow 

Wow, the Dance of Gathering. 

Voices of the Guardians is going to be a performance sometime somewhere. There will be live 

actors and musicians and it will quite a production number like “Unto the Hills” performed in 

Cherokee, N. C. Laffely’s maturing composition skills and sense of  history combined with 

Bendiksen’s strong orchestrations makes this modern day morality play a true experience. This is 

an impressively enormous project and one that I will enjoy over and over again. I highly 

recommend this album for insight seldom seen by our youth today. Gareth Laffely, a twenty-year 

old, is currently a junior at MTSU. 


